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Abstract. In this paper an asymptotic theory for a class of initial-boundary value

problems for systems of weakly and nonlinearly coupled wave equations is presented.

The theory implies the well-posedness of the problem in the classical sense and the

asymptotic validity of formal approximations on long time scales.

As an application of the theory, an initial-boundary value problem for a system

of weakly and nonlinearly coupled wave equations is studied in detail using a two-

time-scales perturbation method. From an aero-elastic analysis it is shown that this

initial-boundary value problem may be regarded as a model describing the gallop-

ing oscillations of overhead transmission lines in the vertical and in the horizontal

direction.

1. Introduction. In this paper an asymptotic theory is presented for the following

initial-boundary value problem for a system of nonlinearly perturbed wave equations

uH - Cuxx + ef(x, t, u, u(,ux;e) = 0, 0<x<7r, / > 0, (1.1)

u(x,0;e) = u0(x;e) and u,(x,0;e) = U|(x;e), 0<x<7t, (1.2)

u(0, t;e) = u(7r,/;e) = 0, t > 0, (1.3)

with u = {u\,u2 un)T, f = (fi, f2,..., fn)T and 0 < |e| < eo < 1. The (n x n)

diagonal matrix C has e-independent diagonal elements c? (z = 1,2 ri) with

c,i > 0, and the functions f, uo, and uj have to satisfy certain smoothness properties,

which are mentioned in Sec. 2. As usual the derivative of a matrix-valued function is

obtained by taking the derivative of each element of the matrix-valued function. The

asymptotic theory presented here implies the well-posedness in the classical sense of

the initial-boundary value problem (1.1)—(1.3) as well as the asymptotic validity of

formal approximations. In this paper formal approximations are defined to be vector-

valued functions satisfying the differential equations and the initial conditions up to

some order depending on the small parameter s.

For scalar-valued functions similar asymptotic theories have been developed in [6]

for an initial-boundary value problem for the weakly semi-linear telegraph equation
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m« - uxx + u + ef{x,t,u\e) - 0, and in [7] for an initial-boundary value problem

for the weakly nonlinear wave equation u„ - uxx + ef(x,t,u,ut,ux\e) = 0. Both

types of equations were considered subject to the initial values u(x, 0;e) = Mo(x;e)

and ut(x, 0;e) = u\{x\e) and the boundary values u(0,t\e) = u(ji,t\e) = 0. The

well-posedness in the classical sense and the asymptotic validity of a class of formal

approximations could be obtained on a time scale of order |e|—1/2 for the problem

for the weakly semi-linear telegraph equation and could be established on a time

scale of order |e|~' for the problem for the weakly nonlinear wave equation. For the

initial-boundary value problem (1.1)—(1.3) it will be shown that a time scale of order

|e|-1 can be obtained.

The asymptotic theory in [6, 7] and the asymptotic theory presented in this paper

can be regarded as an extension of the asymptotic theory for ordinary differential

equations as for instance described in [1, 2, 4, 14]. Moreover, the asymptotic results

presented in this paper can be seen as a generalization of the asymptotic results

obtained in [7],

This paper, being an attempt to contribute to the foundations of the asymptotic

methods for (systems of) weakly nonlinear hyperbolic partial differential equations,

is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 the well-posedness of the problem is investigated

and established on a time scale of order |e|—1 and in Sec. 3 the asymptotic validity

of formal approximations is studied, that is, estimates of the differences between

the solution and the formal approximations are given on a time scale for which the

problem has been shown to be well-posed. The asymptotic theory is applied in Sec.

5 to the initial-boundary value problem (1.1)—(1.3) with u = (v, w)T and

iy , „ , - awvt + a0iw, + a20v? + auvtwt + amw} + a03w?
It -X» l, U, U/, llv-,o) — I | t J t • i

\bo\W, + buv,w, + b02wf + boiWf

where aio, ao\,, b^ are constants independent of e. In Sec. 4 it follows from an

aero-elastic analysis that this initial-boundary value problem may be regarded as a

model which describes the growth of wind-induced oscillations of overhead transmis-

sion lines in the vertical and in the horizontal direction. In fact this initial-boundary

value problem is an extension of a model (describing only the vertical displacements

of the transmission lines) which has beenfpostulated in the early seventies in [11,

12] and which recently has been derived in [7], From a practical point of view it is

interesting to investigate the vertical as well as the horizontal displacements of the

transmission line, since one or both of the displacements may give rise to conductor

damage due to impact of conductor lines or due to flashover as a result of a phase

difference between conductor lines, for which the mutual distance has become too

small.

Using a two-time-scale perturbation method, as for instance successfully used in

[3, 6, 7, 9, 10], an asymptotic approximation of the solution of the aforementioned

initial-boundary value problem will be constructed. In some sense it is remarkable

that the two-time-scale perturbation method as developed in [3, 10] and applied in

[3, 6, 7, 9, 10] to an initial-boundary value problem for a single perturbed wave equa-

tion may also be used for an initial-boundary value problem for the aforementioned
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system of perturbed wave equations. Finally, in Sec. 6 some of the results obtained

in this paper will be discussed.

2. The well-posedness of the problem. In this section a weakly nonlinear initial-

boundary value problem for a vector-valued function u(x, t\e) will be considered.

As usual a derivative of a vector-valued function is obtained by taking the deriva-

tive of each element of the vector-valued function. Furthermore, a vector-valued

function is said to be continuous (or differentiable) if and only if all the elements

of the vector-valued function are continuous (or differentiable). Let u(x, t;e) =

(«i(x, t\e), U2(x, t;e)   u„(x, ?;e))T with 1 < n < oo and let u, u,, ux, u„, utx = ux/

and uxx be continuous on 0 < x < n and t > 0. The following weakly nonlinear

initial-boundary value problem for the vector-valued function u(x, t\e) will now be

considered:

u„ - Cuxx + eF(u;e) = 0, 0 < x < n, t > 0, (2.1)

u(x, 0;e) = uo(x;e), 0 < x < n, (2.2)

u,(x, 0;e) = ui(x;e), 0 < x < n, (2.3)

u(0, f,e) = u(tc, t;e) = 0, t> 0, (2.4)

where C is an (n x n) diagonal matrix with e-independent diagonal elements cft

(i = 1,2,...,«) and c,-,- > 0,

F(u;e)(x, t) = f(x, t, u(x, ;;e),u((x, t\e), u*(x, ?;e);e), (2.5)

0 < |e| < e0 < 1, and where uo(x;e) = (Moi(x;e),..., u0„(x;e))T, U)(x;e) = («ii(x;s),

...,Wi„(x;e))T and f(x, t, u, p, q;e) = (/,(x, r,u,p,q;e),... ,fn{x, /,u,p,q;e))T with

u = («!,... ,w„)T, p = (Pi,... ,Pn)T and q = (qx,...,qn)T satisfying

"0"Si'^ieC([0'7r]X[_£o,£o],R) for i =X'2 n<

with

,n \ / % <92uo(0;e) <92u o(rc;e) n ^.
u0(0;e) = u0(7r;e) = —_— = ——— = 0, (2.6)

Mi,, e C([0, n\ x [-e0, £o], R) for i = 1,2,..., n, with u,(0;£) = Ui(7r;e) = 0,

and

fh W-' of■ w e C([0, n] x t0,oo) x r3" x [_e°'£o1'R) for

(2.7)
with

F(u;e)(0, t) = F(u;e)(7t,/) = 0 for t > 0. (2.8)

Furthermore, f(x, t, u, p, q\e) and its partial derivatives with respect to x, u, p, and q

are assumed to be uniformly bounded for those values of t under consideration. To

prove in the classical sense existence and uniqueness of the solution of the initial-

boundary value problem (2.1)—(2.4) an equivalent system of coupled integral equa-

tions will be used. In order to derive this system of integral equations the initial-

boundary value problem is transformed into an initial value problem by extending
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the vector-valued functions u,f, uo, and U] in x to odd and 27r-periodic functions

(see for instance [16], Chap. 2). The extensions of u,f, uo, and U! are denoted by

u*,f*,u3, and u*, respectively. Then, assuming that u*, u*, u*, u*, u*^ = u*( and u*x

are continuous on -oo < x < oo and t > 0, an integral representation for the solution

u* of the initial value problem is given by

(2.9)
£ f1

u*(x,t',s) = -- / If(T;x, t)dx + u*(x, t;e),
2 Jo

where If (t;x, t) is a vector with elements If*(r;x, t) defined by

| rX+Ci,(l-T)

7/;(t;x,0 = - / /,*(£> t, u*(^, r; fi), u* (£, r; t; e); e) d£
Wl JX — Cn(t — X)

for / = 1,2and where u*(x, t\e) is a vector with elements u*H(x, t\e) defined

by

1 1 1 fx+c"'
u*j(x, ?;e) = -u*0i{x + cur,e) + -u*0i(x - cuf,e) + — / u*u(£\e)d£

Z ^ ZCli Jx-C,;t

for i = 1,2,,n. As usual the integral of a matrix-valued function is obtained by

taking the integral of each element of the matrix-valued function. Using reflection

principles, (2.9) can be rewritten as a system of coupled integral equations on the

semi-infinite strip 0<x<7r, 0</<oo, yielding

u(x,?;e) = ^ [ f G{£, t;x, f)F"(ii;e)(£, r)d^dr + u/(x, ?;e), (2.10)
2 Jo Jo

where G(£, t;x, t) is the (n x n) diagonal matrix with diagonal elements

g,,(Z, t;x, t) = — YAHjcuit - r) - + 2kit - x)H{c„(t - t) + <J - 2kn + x)
C" kez

- H(ca(t - t) + ^ + 2kn - x)H{ca{t - t) - £ - 2kn + x)} (2.11)

for / = 1, 2,..., n, and where u/ is given by

u,{x,t\e) = \ j |^(^,0;x,Ou0(<J;e) - G(£,0;x, ?)ui(£;e) j d£. (2.12)

The function H(a) on R is equal to 1 for a > 0, i for a = 0, and zero otherwise. In

(2.12) it is assumed that g,, is differentiated according to the rule

(d/dT){H(f(T))H(g(T))} = do(f(r))(df(T)/dT)H(g(r))+H{f(x))So(g(r))(dg(x)/dr)

where <50 is the Dirac delta function. In fact, ga as defined by (2.11) is the Green's

function for the differential operator d2/dt2 -c? d2/dx2 and the Dirichlet boundary

conditions. And so, G can be identified with the matrix-valued function of Green for

the differential operator d2/dt2 - C d2/dx2 and the boundary conditions (2.4). It is

also worth noticing that the solution of the (linear) initial-boundary value problem

(2.1)—(2.4) with F = 0 is given by U/(x, /;e).

Elementary calculations show that if v(x, t\e) is a twice continuously differentiate

solution of the initial-boundary value problem (2.1)—(2.4) then v(x, t; e) is a solution
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of the system of integral equations (2.10). Also, if w(x, t\e) is a twice continuously

differentiable solution of the system of integral equations (2.10) then it can easily

be shown that w(x,t;e) is a solution of the initial-boundary value problem (2.1)-

(2.4). Hence, the system of integral equations (2.10) and the initial-boundary value

problem (2.1)—(2.4) are equivalent if twice continuously differentiable solutions exist,

that is, if vector-valued functions exist of which all elements are twice continuously

differentiable. Now it will be proved that a unique, twice continuously differentiable

solution of the system of integral equations (2.10) exists in a strip Qi of the (x,t)-

plane. So, a unique and twice continuously differentiable solution exists for the

initial-boundary value problem (2.1)—(2.4) on Q.L.

In order to prove existence and uniqueness in the classical sense of the solution of

the system of nonlinear integral equations (2.10) a fixed point theorem will be used.

Let Q-i be given by

QL = [0,tt] x [0.L|e|-1] (2.13)

in which L is a sufficiently small, positive constant independent of e. Let Cj^(flz,, R")

be the space of all real-valued and twice continuously differentiable functions w(x, t)

- (wi(x, t), w2(x, t),..., wn(x, t))T on Q.i with norm || • ||c2 defined by:

||w||C2 = max

k+l< 2

dk+lWi(x, t)

dxkdtl
< M.

From the smoothness properties of uo and ui it follows that (for fixed Uo and ui)

there exists a positive constant M\ independent of e such that

INIc^ <\MU (2.14)

and from the smoothness properties of F (as given by (2.5) and (2.8)) it follows that

there exist e-independent constants M2 and Mt, such that

l

E
k=0

d^
t, y(x, t),v,{x, t),vx(x, 0; e) <M2, (2.15)

1 dk
-r-j-ifiix, t, v{x, t),v,(x, t),\x(x, l);e) - f (x, t, w(x, t), wt(jc, t),wx(x, t);e))E

k=0
dxk

< Ms\\\ - w||C2 , (2.16)
M\

for all (x, t) € Ql and i = 1,2 n, e e [-£o> £o] and v, w e Cj^ (Q.L, R"). Now let

the integral operator T: C2(Q/,, R") —► C2(Q/., R"), which is related to the system of

integral equations (2.10), be defined by

(Tw)(x,t) = ^r f [ G(£,T;x,t)F(vr,e)(Z,T)dZdT + Ui(x,t;e), (2.17)
1 Jo Jo

where G.F, and u/ are given by (2.11), (2.5), and (2.12), respectively. According

to Banach's fixed point theorem the integral operator T has a unique fixed point in

C\f {QL,Rn) if the operator T maps (QL,U") into itself and if T is a contraction
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on Cm (Qz.. R")- Now, it will be proved that the integral operator T satisfies these

two conditions. It is not difficult to show that T maps C\^ (Q/., R") into the space of

(real- and vector-valued) twice continuously differentiable functions on Q/,. In order

to prove that T maps (Q^.R") into itself estimates of the elements (£, t; x, 0

of the diagonal matrix G should be obtained for 0 < d; < n, 0 < t < t, fixed x and

t, and i — 1,2   n. It can be shown (see also [7]) that \ga(£, t; x, /)| < l/c„ for

0 < £ < n, r > 0, fixed x and t, and i = 1,2 ,n. Now let (T\ - u/), be the zth

element (i — 1,2 n) of the (n x l)-matrix Tv — u/. Using (2.13)—(2.15) and (2.17)

and putting c = min( 1, c\ \, C22, ■ ■ ■, cnn) the following estimate can be made:

||7>|U < ||rv-u/||C2 + IIU/lie?.

= £ E
/= 1 k.i=o {x',)€Ql

max
(

k+l<2

n
<

-M,

dk+l

dxkdtl
((Tv)(x,t) -ui(x,t;e))i + llu/llcr.

£((f+ 5) M2L + e°M2) +-M,

for all v e Ch (Q^.R"). Now eo has been assumed to be sufficiently small and so,

there exists an e-independent constant L such that (n/c)((n/2 + 5)M2L + £0^2) <

\M\. Hence, H^llc*, ^ for all v e C^Qi.R"). So, T maps C^ into itself. Us-

ing (2.13), (2.16), and (2.17) it will be shown that T is a contraction on (Q/, . R")-

Let v, w e Cjf] (Q1, R"); then the following estimate can be obtained:

IIrv- rw||cii < " ((f + 5) m3l + £0M3) ||v- w||ci|.

It is clear that there exists an £-independent constant L such that («/c)((7t/2 +

5)M}L + e0Mi) < k < 1. Since there always exists a constant L independent of e such

that (n/c)((n/2 + 5)M2L + e0M2) < \M\ and (n/c)((n/2 + 5)M3L + eq>M3) < k < 1,

it follows that T maps (QL, R") into itself and is a contraction. Banach's fixed

point theorem then implies that T has a unique fixed point in Cj^ (Ql, R"), that is, a

unique and twice continuously differentiable function on Ql- Hence, the solution of

the system of the integral equations (2.10) is unique and twice continuously differ-

entiable on Qi_. So, on Q.L, a unique and twice continuously differentiable solution

exists for the initial-boundary value problem (2.1)—(2.4).

Next it will be shown that the solution of the initial-boundary value problem (2.1 )-

(2.4) depends continuously on the initial values. Let u(x, t\e) satisfy (2.1)—(2.4) and

let u(x,/;e) satisfy (2.1), (2.4), u(x,0;e) = uo(x;£) and u,(x,0;e) = ui(x;e), where

iio and ii| satisfy (2.6) and (2.7). Let fl/ be given by

ui(x, t; e) = ^ J | 0; x, t)u0(£;£) - G(£, 0; x, /)u, (£; e) J d£.

After subtracting the integral equation for u from the integral equation for u, using

(2.10), (2.13), and (2.16), assuming u and u e Cjfi (Q.L,Rn), one obtains the estimate

||u - ullc* < " ((| + 5) M3L + £0A/3) I|U - n||cii + ||U/ - u/H^

</:||u-u||C2 + ||u/ - U/||C2 with0<£<l.
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This inequality implies

llu - u||C2 <-_L_||u/-ii/|U with 0 < k < 1.
M\ I — K M\

Since the solution u/ of the linear initial-boundary value problem (2.1)—(2.4) with

F = 0 depends continuously on the initial values it follows from this inequality that

small differences between the initial values generate small differences between the

solutions u and u on Q/,. In other words, the solution of the initial-boundary value

problem depends continuously on the initial values. The following theorem on the

well-posedness of the problem can now be formulated.

Theorem 2.1. Suppose that uo and Ui and F satisfy the assumptions (2.6)-(2.8).

Then for any e satisfying 0 < |e| < £o < 1, the nonlinear initial-boundary value

problem (2.1)—(2.4) and the equivalent system of nonlinear integral equations (2.10)

have the same, unique and twice continuously differentiable solution for 0 < x < n

and 0 < / < L|e| ', in which L is a sufficiently small, positive constant independent

of e. Furthermore, this unique solution depends continuously on the initial values.

3. On the validity of formal approximations. Since the initial-boundary value prob-

lem (2.1 )-(2.4) contains a small parameter e, perturbation methods may be applied to

construct approximations of the solution. In most perturbation methods for weakly

nonlinear problems a function is constructed that satisfies the differential equation(s)

and the initial conditions up to some order depending on the small parameter e. Such

a function is usually called a formal approximation. It requires an additional anal-

ysis to show that this formal approximation is an asymptotic approximation as e

tends to zero. Therefore suppose that on Q/ (given by (2.13)) a twice continuously

differentiable function v(x, t\e) is constructed satisfying

~ C\xx + eF(v;e) = |e|mci(x, t\e), m>\, (3.1)

v(x, 0;e) = uo(x;e) + |e|m_Ic2(x;e) = v0(x;e), 0 <x<n, (3.2)

v,(x, 0;e) = Ui(x;e) + |e|m_1c3(x;e) = V[(x;e), 0 < x < n, (3.3)

v(0, /;e) = v(n, t\e) = 0, 0<?<L|e|_l, (3.4)

where e, u0, Ui, and F satisfy (2.5)-(2.8) and where C)(x, t\e) = t\e),C\2(x, V,s),

■ ■■' C\n{x, ?;e))T, c2(x;e) = (c2i(x;e), c22(x;e),..., c2„(x;e))T, and c3(x;e) =

(c3i(x;e),c32(x;e),... ,c3„(x;e))T satisfy

Be
C\i, G C(Qi x [—eci, e°], R) for / = 1,2,..., n (3.5)

with ci(0, t\e) = Ci(7r, t\e) = 0 for 0 < / < L|e|_1,

C2i.^,^eC([0,n]x[-e0,e0],R) for/=1,2 n (3.6)

with c2(0;e) = c2(7r;e) = d Cg^ = d'e^2'^ = 0, and for / = 1,2,,n

c3il^£C([0,j]x[-£o,8O],R) with c3(0;e) = c3(n;e) = 0. (3.7)
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Furthermore (for i = 1,2,,n), cu(x, t\e) and its derivative with respect to x are

supposed to be uniformly bounded for those values of t and e under consideration.

From theorem 2.1 it follows that the initial-boundary value problem (3.1)—(3.4) has a

unique, twice continuously differentiable solution v on a time scale of 0(|e|_1). This

initial-boundary value problem can then be transformed into the equivalent system

of integral equations

v(x,?;e) = |^^ G(£,r,x,t)F(v,e)(Z,T)d£dT+ \i{x,t;e), (3.8)

where G is given by (2.11) and where F and v/ are, respectively, given by

F(v;e)(x, t) = F(v;e)(x, t) - |e|m~'ci(x, t\e)

and

v/(x,r;e) = |^(^0;x,f)v0(^;e) - G(<Z,0; x, Ovi(£;e) j d£

Now, it will be shown that the formal approximation v is an asymptotic approxima-

tion (as e —► 0) of the solution of the initial-boundary value problem (2.1)—(2.4) if

m > 1, that is, it will be proved that

||u-v||c2 = (9(|e|m_1) as e —> 0.

This result implies that

lim \Uj(x, t',e) - v,{x, t\e)\ = 0 for / = 1, 2 ,n and (x, t) e Ql
£—>0

Subtracting the system of integral equations (3.8) from the system of integral equa-

tions (2.10), supposing that v/ satisfies (2.14) and that F satisfies (2.15) and (2.16),

using (2.13), (2.16), and the fact that u,v e (C1L, R"), the following estimate is

obtained:

l|u - VH - 7 ((! + 5) M*L + e°M3)l|u -+ l|cH + l|U/ -V/IH,

<fc||u-v||ci| +||c||cii +||u/-v/||cii>

with 0 < k < 1, c = min(l,Cn,C22, c„„) and where c is given by

|o| m ft f
c{x,t\e)=\— J' G(£, r;x, /)ci (£, r;e) d£ dx,

and where u/ - v/ is given by

u/(x, t\e) - v/(x, t;e) = -

Hence,

e| m-1

f j^(£. 0;x, t)c2({; e) - G(l 0;x, /)c3(4f;e)} d£.

II" ~ vllci, < {lldlci, + II"/ - v/llcj(| } with 0<*<1.

From the smoothness properties of C|, C2, and C3 it follows that there exists a constant

K independent of e, such that

Mr;i<7((f + 5)«- + WK)|s
m— 1
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and

II"/ - v/llqf| < " (| + ii) W1.

So,

.. „ n\e\m~lK r rn ,\ r . . 7r ,, i

l|U~VH - c(l-k) {(2 +5)L + |e|+ 2 + 11}-

For m > 1 this inequality implies the asymptotic validity (as e -> 0) of the formal

approximation v. The following theorem has now been established.

Theorem 3.1. Let the formal approximation v satisfy (3.1)—(3.4), where e.uo.uj,

and F are given by (2.5)—(2.8) and where Ci,C2, and C3 satisfy (3.5)—(3.7). Then

for m > 1, the formal approximation v is an asymptotic approximation (as e —> 0)

of the solution u of the nonlinear initial-boundary value problem (2.1)—(2.4). The

asymptotic approximation v is valid for those values of the independent variables x

and t for which problem (2.1)—(2.4) has been proved well-posed. That is,

||u - v||C2 = 0(|e|m_1), implying \u,(x, t\e) - Vi(x, t\e)\ = 0(|e|m_l)

for i = 1, 2,..., n and 0 < x < n, 0 < t < Z.|e|— 1, in which L is a sufficiently small,

positive constant independent of £.

4. A model of the galloping oscillations of overhead transmission lines. In this

section a model describing the galloping oscillations of overhead transmission lines

will be derived. Galloping is a low frequency, large amplitude phenomenon involving

an almost purely vertical oscillation of single-conductor lines on which for instance

ice has accreted. The frequencies involved are so low that the assumption can be

made that the aerodynamic forces are as in steady flow. Another consequence of

these low frequencies is that structural damping may be neglected. In severe cases

galloping may give rise to conductor damage due to impact of conductor lines and

due to flashover as a result of a phase difference between conductor lines, for which

the mutual distance has become too small. The usual conditions (see [15]) causing

galloping are those of incipient icing in a stable atmospheric environment implying

uniform (but not necessarily high velocity) airflows.

In [1] an oscillator with two degrees of freedom has been considered to describe

the oscillations of a rigid circular cylinder with a small ice ridge. In that approach

a system of two coupled, ordinary differential equations is obtained, describing the

displacements of the cylinder in two directions. In [7] a cylinder-shaped transmission

line has been considered to describe the vertical displacement of the conductor due

to galloping. In this section the vertical as well as the horizontal displacements of the

transmission line will be taken into account. To describe the galloping oscillations a

circular cylinder-shaped conductor will be considered to be situated in a horizontal

airflow. Such a symmetric circular conductor cannot exhibit galloping because there

cannot be generated a force that lifts the conductor against gravity. On the other

hand, a conductor on which ice has accreted may gallop if it adopts a suitable attitude

to the wind. To describe this phenomenon a right-handed coordinate system is set

up where one of the endpoints of the conductor is the origin. Through this point
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three mutually perpendicular axes (the x-, y-, and z-axes) are drawn, where the z-

axis coincides with the direction of gravity and the y-axis with the direction of the

airflow. The three coordinate axes span the three coordinate planes in space, the

(x, y)-, (x, z)-, and (y, z)-planes. On each coordinate axis a unit vector is fixed: on

the x-axis the vector ev, on the y-axis the vector ey, and on the z-axis the vector ez,

which has a direction opposite to gravity. The coordinate axes are directed by these

vectors, such that a right-handed coordinate system is obtained. The coordinates of

the endpoints of the conductor are supposed to be (0,0,0) and (/, 0,0), where / is the

distance between the endpoints. To model galloping, a cross section (perpendicular

to the x-axis) of the conductor with ice ridge is considered. Assume that all cross-

sectional shapes are congruent and have only one axis of symmetry. Along the axis

of symmetry of a cross section a unit vector es is defined to be directing away from

the ice ridge and starting in the center of .the uniced cross section. In Fig. 4.1 the

center of the cross section is considered to be at x = x0, y = j>o, and z = z0 with

0 < Xq < / < lc, where lc is the length of the conductor.

ey yo

Fig. 4.1. Cross section of the circular cylinder-shaped conductor with

ice ridge in a uniform airflow Voo = Vgoty.

At x = xo and time t the ^-coordinate and the z-coordinate of the center of the

cross section are denoted by v(xo,t) and w(xo,t), respectively. Assume that every

cross section perpendicular to the x-axis oscillates in the (y, z)-plane. Furthermore,

the torsion of the conductor is not taken into account. Let the static angle of attack

as (assumed to be constant and identical for all cross sections) be the angle between

e5 and the uniform airflow (Voo > 0), that is, as := l(es,Voo) with |a5| < n.

In this uniform airflow with flow velocity e,, the conductor may oscillate

due to the lift force LeL and the drag force DeD. It should be noted that the drag
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force DeD has the direction of the virtual wind velocity \s = - v,ev - w,ez and

that the lift force Lei has a direction perpendicular to the virtual wind velocity vs

(ez. is chosen perpendicular and anti-clockwise to ejy). In Fig. 4.1 the forces Lel

and Deo acting on the cross section are given. Now the conductor is considered

to be a one-dimensional continuum in which the only interaction between different

parts is due to a tension T, which is assumed to be constant in space and time. The

validity of this assumption will be discussed in Sec. 6. The equations describing the

horizontal and the vertical motion of the conductor are then given by

~ (u <4-'>

=-^ + Dsi„^ + tcos*. (4.2)

where D and L are the magnitudes of the drag and lift force acting on the conductor

per unit length of the conductor, respectively, pc is the mass-density of the conductor

(including the small ice ridge), A is the constant cross-sectional area of the conductor

(including the small ice ridge), <j>~ is the angle between - vtey and vs (that is,

4> := Z(voo - v,ey,\s) with \<f>\ < n), and g is the gravitational acceleration. The

magnitudes D and L of the aerodynamic forces may be given by

D = \padcD (a)vj, (4.3)

L = \pa dcL [a)v], (4.4)

where pa is the air density, d is the diameter of the cross section of the uniced

conductor,^2 = {v^-VtY+w}, a is the angle between e5 andvs (that is, a := L(es,ys)

with |a| < jt), and Cd{q) and Ci(a) are the quasi-steady drag- and lift-coefficients,

which may be obtained from wind-tunnel measurements. For a certain range of

values of some characteristic results from wind-tunnel experiments are given in

Fig. 4.2 (see also [1,7, 13]).

According to the den Hartog criterion [5] a two-dimensional section is aerodynam-

ically unstable if
. , dci (a)

Co(a) + ~d^~ < °'

From Fig. 4.2 it follows that this condition is likely to be satisfied for some interval in

a with ao < a < &2, where c*o and ai are determined by Co(a) + dci (a)/da = 0. For

a certain range of values of a (including those values which satisfy the den Hartog

criterion) the drag- and lift-coefficients Cp(a) and Cl(q) can be approximated by

Cdo + Co\{a — c*i) + Co 2(0 — a\)2 + Cpj(a — c*i)3, (4.5)

cL\{a - Qi) + cL2(a - ai)2 + cLi(a - c*i)3, (4.6)

with cDo > 0, Cl\ < 0, c^.3 > 0, qo < ai < c*2 where c/.(ai) = 0. Since galloping

is a low-frequency phenomenon it may be assumed that |v,| < i>oo and \w,\ < v^.

The right-hand sides of Eq. (4.1) and (4.2) can be considered as functions of v,/foo

and Wt/Voo, and so these right-hand sides are to be expanded in Taylor series near

Vt/Voo - 0 and w,/v^ = 0. To obtain these Taylor series the approximations (4.5)
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fcL 0.2 / \ CL -1.0 C0f

Fig. 4.2. Typical variation of the drag- and lift-coefficients cD and q,

with angle of attack for a symmetric profile with small icy nose.

and (4.6) for cd and Cl, respectively, are used. Since the amplitudes of the oscillations

are small compared to the length of the conductor and since galloping is an oscillation

described by the lower modes of vibration, it may be assumed that \VX\ « 1 and

\wx| « 1. So, the left-hand sides of Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) are expanded in Taylor

series near vx = 0 and wx — 0. Neglecting terms of degree four and higher, Eqs.

(4.1) and (4.2) become

v„ - C2{(1 - \v2x - \w2)vxx - vxwxwxx}

Padvl r " 1,2Oa dv2 [ V, W, V2 V,W, wf wf }
^|.00 + .,0_+.01_+«20_ + aI1^ +.02^^03^), (4.7)

w„ - c2{-vxwxvxx + {\-\v2x- \w2x)wxx}

Padv,
J°° j^oo + ^10~~ + 601^-4-620+ 611 + 602^7- + 6o3^j-| . (4.8)

I uoo uoc 00 uoo uoo uoo )2pcA

where c = (7/?"1)'/2,

«oo = cd((xs), «io = -2cd{ois),

dcD (as)
<2oi = Cl\Ols) ^ ^20 = CD{as),

dcD (qs) 1 dcL{as) 1 d2cD(as)
<Z\\ — ~Cl(ois) -I j , «02 — ,Co(as) ~j t" ^' uz 2 ' da 2 da2

K, , 1 dcD(as) , 1 d2cL (as) 1 d3cD{as) fA

"°l = 2CL{a>]-6—5^ + 2~liaT~-6—dJ~- (4'9)
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, . . 2 pcAg , _ ,
boo - cL(as) - , , b\o =-2cL(as),

Pa avoo

dcL (as)
t>0\ = -CD\Ots) - —' b2o = CL(as),

u „ t„ N , dc<- (as) J. L /_ N , dcD(as) , lrf2Ci(as)
»n=cD(<,,)+-55-. fe = Jcl(at) + -zr- + j-^r-.

1 1 flfcL (a*) 1 (a^) 1 6f3CL (a5)
(to = -5^(0,) - J-35- - 2-5^- - 6

In (4.9) the approximations (4.5) and (4.6) for c0 and Ci, respectively, should be

substituted. Applying the transformations

v{x, t) = v(x, t) - Pad^a°°x{x - I)

and

w{x, t) = w(x, t) - »*-*>,(, - /)

and using the dimensionless variables

_ nc „ _ nc „ _ n , - nc
v = —v, w = —w, x = ~r x, and t = -r-t,

IV oo IV oo I I

Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8) become

v2 J / 3 / padvoola00l

c ) \ \2 \ * 4npcAc

+ 1 /__ _ Pa dVoolboo{2- _ A /___ _ pa dvx la00

2 \ x 4npcAc J J \ v v 2npcAc

+ fe- [a°°(2x - n)) (wj- Pa^Tl^°(2x-n)

w /— Pa dv oo /^00
X | u/ y y - -

2npcAc

Pa dl ( V,

2npcA

4npcAc J \ 47r/?f/lc

)}

("T2") {ai0t>7 ++a2ot>7 +^11^7^7 + ^02^7 +^03^7}.

(4.10)

w
T77 , / ^oo \2 (/_ PadVoolaoo (— PadVoolboo

77 -«;«+(—) ( - 4^c (2x - *) j («* - -4^4^(2^ - *

x U Padv^lam\ A / pa^la°\2x-n)2
v 2npcAc J I 2 V 47T^c^c

1 ^ (— Pa dVoc Ib()Q /-)— _A | Pa dVoc Iboo
+ T I "'JC /!_„ V I2 \ x 4npcAc J ) \ x 2 npcAc

Pa dl (V,

2npcA V c
(—) {b\oV1 + bo\W1 + b2ov] + bnv1w1+bo2W-t+bmw]}I

(4.11)
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where the dimensionless constants floo, ̂  10. >bo3 are given by (4.9). Typical values

of the physical quantities in a practical application are: I = 400 m, d = 0.04 m,

A = n(d/2)2 = 4n • 10-4m2, pc = 4000kg/m3, pa = 1.25 kg/m3, g = 10m/s2, and

Voo = 10m/s. The tension T in the conductor is estimated by jpcg(l/2)2SQl, where

So (usually 2 or 3 percent of /) is the sag of the conductor. Let s0 be 10 m; then

T = 8 x 107kg/ms2 and consequently c = 140m/s (c may be identified with the

speed of propagation of transversal waves in the conductor). By putting e = Voo /C

and by assuming that the static angle of attack is such that galloping may set

in according to the instability criterion of den Hartog [5], that is, by assuming that

a* = a\ + O(e), it then follows that (aoo ~ jg)

Vqq 1 Pa dl 5/ pa dt)oo Id00 1 j Pa dl)oo ̂ 00 ^
F —   %     ph —     3.11(1    

c 14' 2npcA 8' 4npcAc 37' 4 npcAc 11

Equations (4.10) and (4.11) now become, up to order e,

v-t-,-Vxj = e{al0vj + a0\Wj + a20Vy + auvfuJ7 + a02wj + a^w]}, (4.12)

w-ti - Wjj = e{^i0V7 + b0\WT+ b2oVj + buVjWj + b02wj + b03u73}, (4.13)

where e = ^^e is a small, positive parameter and where the constants aio.^oi.

... ,b03 are given by (4.9) with as = ax, that is, al0 = -2cD0, a0\ = -cDi, a20 = cD0,

#11 — CD I > #02 = \CD0 + Cd2 ~ Cl\ , <^03 = ~~lcD 1 — Co 3 + Cl2, &10 = 0, £>oi = — CD0 — CL\ >

b20 = 0, bn = CD0 + CLI, b02 = CD1 +cL2, and b0i = -jCD0-cD2- \cL{ - cL3. For the

cross-sectional shape of the conductor with small ice ridge under consideration the

aerodynamic coefficients Cdo, Cdi, Cdi, Q)3> Cl\, Cl2> and Co may be determined from

wind-tunnel measurements (as for instance given in Fig. 4.2). Figure 4.2 suggests that

Cdo > 0, Cdi > 0, Cl\ < 0, Cls > 0, c^o + cl\ < 0, and \cdq + Cq2 + \cl\ + Ci3 > 0.

If a conductor with fixed endpoints is considered, the boundary conditions v(0,1)

= v(n,t) - w(0,l) = w(n,t) = 0 are obtained. In the next section the partial

differential equations (4.12) and (4.13) subject to these Dirichlet boundary condi-

tions and the initial values v(x, 0) = Vo{x), Vj(x, 0) = w, (x), w(x, 0) = Wo{x), and

Wj(x, 0) = Wi(x) will be studied, where vq and Tu0 can be regarded as the initial

displacement of the conductor in the y- and z-directions, respectively, and where

V\ and W\ represent the initial velocity of the conductor in the y- and z-directions,

respectively.

5. An asymptotic approximation of the solution of a system of nonlinear wave equa-

tions. In this section the following initial-boundary value problem for a twice con-

tinuously differentiable and vector-valued function u(x, t\e) = {v(x, t;e),w(x, t;e))T
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will be considered:

vlt - vxx = e(awv, + a0lw, + a2ovj + auvtwt + a02w] + amw]),

0 < x <n, t > 0, (5.1)

wtt-wxx = E(b0\W, + b\\v,wt + + b03w*), 0<x<n,t>0, (5.2)

v(x, 0;e) = Vo(x-,e) = (F00 + eK0i) sin(mx), 0 < x < n, (5.3)

w(x, 0;e) = w0(x;e) = (W00 + fitful) sin(nx), 0 < x < n, (5.4)

v,(x, 0;e) = vt(x;e) = (F10 + eVu) sin(mx), 0 < x < n, (5.5)

w,(x, 0; e) = W\(x-,e) = (W\o + sWu) sin(«x), 0<x<7i, (5.6)

u(0, t\e) - u(n, t\e) = 0, t > 0, (5.7)

where a\0, aoi. • • •. boi, F00, Voi, ■ ■ ■, Wl0, are constants independent of e, m and

n are integers, and 0 < e < 1. From Theorem 2.1 it follows that this initial-boundary

value problem is well-posed on ClL (given by (2.13)).

For arbitrary m, n, «io, Poo,., Wio, and Wu, an asymptotic ap-

proximation (as £ tends to zero) of the solution of (5.1)—(5.7) will be constructed in

this section. In view of computational difficulties (as also has been noticed in [10]),

whenever one assumes an infinite series representation for the solution of the non-

linear initial-boundary value problem, one may alternatively investigate the problem

in the characteristic coordinates a = x-t and £ = x + t. In this approach the initial-

boundary value problem (5.1)—(5.7) has to be replaced by an initial-value problem.

This replacement requires one to extend in x to odd and 27t-periodic functions the

dependent variable u{x, t), the right-hand sides of Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2) as well as the

functions v0,vi,w0, and W\. For simplicity the extended functions u.vq.vi.wq,

and W\ will be denoted by the same symbols. In constructing an approximation of

the solution u(x, t) = u*(tr,<J) of this initial-value problem, a two-time-scales per-

turbation method will be used, because the straightforward perturbation expansion

uj$(<7,<J) + £u*(a,£) + •• • causes secular terms. Applying the two-time-scales pertur-

bation method, u(x, t) is supposed to be a function of a = x - t, £ = x + t, and

t = et. By putting u(x,t) = u(o,£,t) = (v{a,£, t), w(a,£, r))T the following initial-

value problem is obtained:

- 4vai + 2e(v(z - vaT) + e2vzx = e(aio(-va + V( + evr) + a0i(-wa + wi + ewr)

+ pi (a + £, -va + v( + evT,-wa + + ewx) + am(-wa + wt + eu>z)3),

for - oo < a < £ < oo, t > 0, (5.8)

- 4wai + 2e(wiz - Wgr) + £2wTt = e(boi{-wa +wt + ewT)

+ Pl{0 + £.-Va + v( + £VX, -U)a + W( + £Wr) + b03{-wa + Uli + £1t)T)3).

for — oo < (7 < ^ < oo, t > 0 (5.9)

v{o,£, t) = (F00 + £F0i) sin(ma), for - oo < er = <!; < oo, r = 0, (5.10)

w(a,^, r) = (Wqo + eW0\) sin(rtcr), for -oo<cr = (^<oo, t = 0, (5.11)
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- va(cr,£, t) + v^a.Z, r) + evz{a,£, t) = Vi{a) = (Vl0 + eVu) sin(mcr),

for - oo < a = ^ < oo, t = 0, (5.12)

- wa(o,£, t) + t) + ewr{(T,€, r) = u;i(cr) = (W^o + eW7!,) sin(«cr),

for - oo < a = £ < oo, r = 0, (5.13)

where /?i(a, ft, c) = E(a/2){a2ob2 + aubc + ao2C2} and P2{a, b, c) = E(a/2){bubc +

bo2C2} with E(x) = 1 for 0 < x < 7z, E(x) = -1 for —n < x < 0, E{0) = E(n) — 0,

and E(x) is 27r-periodic in x. Furthermore, v = w — 0 if a — kn - 0, £ = kn + 9,

and r = ed with k e Z and 6 > 0. Now it is assumed that v, respectively to, may

be approximated by the formal perturbation expansions vo(<j,£,t) + et>i(<7, £, t) +

e2v2{a, t) + • • • and wq{o, r) + ew\(a, £, t) + e2W2{o, t) + ■ ■ ■, respectively. By

substituting these expansions into (5.8)—(5.13), and after equating the coefficients of

like powers in e, it follows from the powers 0 and 1 of e that vq and wq should satisfy

-4t>oo{ = 0, — oo < (T < (^ < oo, r> 0,(5.14)

-4io0< = 0, - oo < a < ^ < oo, r > 0, (5.15)

Vq(g, t) = Voo sin(mer), - oo < o = ^ < oo, r = 0,(5.16)

Wq(o, £, t) = W/oosin(«cr), -oo<a=^<oo, r = 0,(5.17)

-w0„(cr. £. t) + Vo (a, /?, r) = F10sin(w(r), - oo < o = £ < oo, t = 0,(5.18)

-i0o„ (<7, £, t) + Wo{ (cr, <^, r) = W/iosin(«CT), -oo<cr=£<oo, r = 0,(5.19)

and that V\ and W\ should satisfy

- 4vla( = 2v0m - 2v0(z + al0{-v0ti + v0() + a0\(-w0a + w0()

+ pi (a + £, -v0l, + v0(,~w0o + w0() + a0i(-w0l, + w0,)\ (5.20)

— OO < (7 < £ < 00, T > 0,

4wK( = 2w0m - 2w0(, + b0i(-w0a + w0() + p2{o + £,-v0a + v0{,-w0„ + w0()

+ boi(-w0a + w0()3, -oo < a < £ < oo, r > 0, (5.21)

^i(ct, t) = Foi sin {ma), -oo < a — £ < oo, r = 0, (5.22)

Wi(a, t) = Wqi sin(«cr), -oo < a = £ < oo, r = 0, (5.23)

-vlo(cr,£, r) + u1{((7,^, t) = -vot(<t,£, t) + Vn sin(ma), -oo < a = £ < oo, r = 0,

(5.24)
-u> ^(<7, (J, t) = -Wo,(a, £, t) + H/u sin(«cr), -oo<cr = ^<oo, r = 0.

(5.25)
Furthermore, Vo = wq = V\ = wi = 0 if ct = kn-6, £ = kn + 6, and r = ed with k € Z

and 0 > 0. In the further analysis i>o. wq.Vi, and u>i will be determined, and it will be

shown that the formal approximation uA(x, t\e) = (vq(x -t,x + t, et) + EVi(x — t,x +

t, et), w0(x-t,x+t, et)+ewi(x-t,x + t, ef))T is an order e asymptotic approximation

(as e —+ 0) of the solution u(x, t) of the initial-boundary value problem (5.1)—(5.7)

for 0 < x < 7i and 0 < t < Lleh'.
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The general solutions of the partial differential equations (5.14) and (5.15) are

given by v0{o,£, z) = h0{o, z) + k0(£, r) and w0{o,£, z) = /0(<t, t) + g0(£, z), respec-

tively. The initial values (5.16)—(5.19) imply that ho,ko,fo, and go have to sat-

isfy /z0(cr, 0) + ko(cr, 0) = Foosin(m(r), -h'0((T, 0) + k^a, 0) = Vi0 sin(ma), fo(a,0) +

go(o,0) = H/00sin(«cr), and -/0'(er, 0) + go(cr, 0) = Wl0 sin(«<r), where the prime de-

notes differentiation with respect to the first argument. From the odd and 2n-periodic

extension in x it follows indirectly that ho,ko,fo, and g0 have to satisfy ko(a, z) =

-ho(-o.z), ho(a, r) = ho{o + 2n, z), g0(a,z) = -fo(-a.z), and/0(<7, t) = f0{a + 2n,z)

for -oo < a < oo and z > 0. The undetermined behaviour of ho and /o with respect

to t will be used to avoid secular terms in v\ and W\. From the well-posedness

theorem it follows that u,u;, and uv are 0(1) on QL. So, u and its first derivatives

have to remain 0(1) on -oo < x < oo and 0 < / < L|e|_l. Furthermore, it should

be noticed that the equations for V0,w0,V\, and wx have been derived under the

assumption that vq,wq,V\,w\ and their derivatives up to order two are 0( 1). These

boundedness conditions on v0, Wq,V\, and W\ determine the behaviour of h0 and /o

with respect to z. From (5.20)-(5.25), V\a,V\ ,W\a, and W\( may be obtained easily.

For instance,

- 4wu(o,£, z) = -4wi„(a, a, z) + ({ - a)(2f0„r{o, z) - b0if0o{a, z) - b0ifl{o, z))

- 3b03foJcr,z) f goe(6, z)dd + f {-2g0Jd, z) + b^g%{e, z)
Jo Jo

+3b0ifl(o, z)g0g(d, z) + b0igl{6, r)} d6

+ [ P2{o + d, -ho„{o, z) + k0e{e,z),-f0„{a, z) + g0e{d, z)) dd + h*(a, z), (5.26)
J a

where h* will be determined later. In (5.26) the integral with integrand pj is of 0(1)

for all values of a and ^, because the function pi of 0(1) is 47r-periodic in 6 and the

integral over such a period is equal to zero. Since the first integral in (5.26) contains

a nonnegative and 2w-periodic integrand it follows that this integral will grow with

the length £ - a of the integration interval. It turns out that this integral can be

written in a part which is of O(l) for all values of a and £, and in a part which is

linear in d; - a:

^ gl(d,z)dd = J^ {go„(d>z)-j^ Sor(V'T)<tyj d6+^rJ0 si(W.r)dw-

Noticing that £-a = 21 it follows that ^-cr is of 0(|e|~') on a time scale of 0(|e|-1).

So, W\c will be of 0(|e|_l) unless /o and g0 are such that in (5.26) the terms of 0(|e|~')

(that is, terms linear in £ - a) disappear. It turns out that W\a, wi(, V\a, and vi( are

all 0(1) on a time scale of 0(|e|_1) if fo(c,z), go(Z,T), ho(o,z), and k0(£,z) satisfy
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the following four conditions:

2f0„ - b0 Jo, - boifi - jo n 8i1(6. t) dd = 0,

H r2 It

2go(r - bo\go. - b03got - go( J fo„{8, t) dd = 0,

2ho„ - axoho„ - ao\foa - a0ifl - ^/o0 J goe(d> *)dd = 0,

2/c0{r - <3,0^0, - <2oi<?0. - fl03^0{ - ^-So( J foe(0. x) d9 = 0.

From go(0. t) = ~fo{~6,x) and from ko(9,x) = -ho{-0,x) it follows that the first

and second condition as well as the third and fourth condition are equivalent. So,

W\a,W\ ,V\a, and V\ are all 0(1) on a time scale of <9(|e|~') if fo and ho satisfy

-iu r^n

2/cw - b0Jo» - boifoi - Jo foS6' *) dd = 0,

and

2^o„ - awh0a - flo./o. - aoifo\ ~ fo. /<£(*. t) dd = 0. (5.28)

In [3, 7] an equation similar to Eq. (5.27) has been solved. If the method introduced

in [3] is applied to Eq. (5.27) one obtains f0(a, x) after some calculations, and so

Wo{o, r) = /o(cr, t) - /o(-<S. t). It turns out that fo and w0 are given by

/o(°'t) = arcsin

Wo{"-i-T) = |arcsin

Wn<t>{t) Y'2 ■ ,
sin(a + no)

1 + Wn<t>{ T)J

Wn<t>{ x)

+ k*( r), (5.29)

- arcsin
w„m

[l + Wn<fi(x)

1 + Wn<t>( T)J

1/2

sin(a - «<!;)

1/2

sin(a + «<?)

(5.30)

where k*(x) is an arbitrary function in x with k*(0) = 0, a = x - t, £ = x + t,

x = et, Wn = n2W^0 + W?0, a is given by cosa = nWQoW~x!2 and sine* =

where A(r) and <j>(x) are implicitly given by A(r) = 4m~3(r)exp(6oiT/2) and </>(x) =

(m(x)/W„)x (m(x) - 2) with m(x) determined by ms(x)- *m1(x) — 26W/„6o3&o"i'(1 -

exp(^oiT)) + 3 • 28/7. Now the (with respect to h0) linear partial differential equation
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(5.28) can be solved and one obtains ho after some calculations, and so vo(a, g, t) =

/?o(o\ t) - ho(-£, t). It turns out that v0 is given by

v0{a, t)

= ^ exp ) | V00 sin(mcr) + ^ F10 cos(ma) + V00 sin(m£) - ^ F10 cos(m£)

+ ^2 |u;0((T, t) - ^exp ^oosin(ncr) + ijF10cos(«cr) + W^o sin(«£)

- — W10 cos(/j<^)
n

+ 5 (^0I ~ ^3^°' + ^03^'°) Z CXP ~ T'^) W^a^'T">dT'• (5-31)

where w0 is given by (5.30). Now the linear initial-value problems (5.20)-(5.25) for

V\ and W\ can be solved, yielding

«i(a,<f,T) = ~\j J Pi(V + 't>'-hov(f,r) + ko<l,{<l).-c),-fov(v.*) + go<,((t>.?))d<t>d>i/

+|ao3(/o(ff. t) + Sb(<?. t)) ^ f/o2e(0, t) - ^ /02r(^, t) dy/ j dd - |a03

£ f/o9(0.t) - ^ J* foM *)dwj (Me.0) + tf>(0. 0)) dd+h{(o, x)+k\{^, t),

(5.32)

and

1 r ^
wi(ff,^,T) = -i jf J P2{v + 4>.-hor(¥.*) + ko,(4>,T),-for(vf.t) + gOt(il>.T))d<l>dy/

+ |^03(/0(cr. T) + g0(£> T)) J ^foe{6, T) - ^ /^(v, t) avj dd - ^03

X/ (^(0,t)_2\t J0 foM^dA (Me,0) + g0(6,0))d6+fi(a, T)+gi(^, t),

(5.33)

where (for a = and r = 0) /zi + &i and /i + gi are determined by the initial values

(5.22)-(5.25). The undetermined behaviour of f\, g\,h\, and with respect to r can

be used to avoid secular terms in V2 and However, in this analysis, i>2 and w2 will

not be determined. For that reason it may be assumed that f\ = /i(cr), g\ - ^i(^),

h\ = h\{a), and k\ = ^i(^), and then

f\{°) + £i(£) = J w0r(d,e,0)dd + ^W/oi(sin(«cr) + sin(/i£))

+ (cos(no-) - cos(n£))
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and

M<r) + fci({) =
r( 1
/ Vox(d, 6,0) d6 + - Vqi(sin(ma) + sin(m^))

J a ^

4- Fn(cos(ma) - cos(m£)).
2m

It can be shown from (5.30)—(5.33) that v$, V\, wq, W\ and their derivatives up to

order two are of 0(1) for -oo < x < oo and 0 < t < L|e|_1. So, the assumptions

under which the equations for t>o, V\, Wo, and w\ have been derived, are justified.

So far a vector-valued function uA(x, t;e) = (vq(x — t,x + t, et) + ev\(x — t,x + t, et),

Wo(x — t,x + t,et) + ew\(x - t,x + t,et))T has been constructed. It can easily be

seen that satisfies (5.3), (5.4), and (5.7) exactly, and (5.5) and (5.6) up to order

e2 in the sense of Theorem 3.1. After lengthy calculations it can also be shown

that satisfies (5.1) and (5.2) up to e2Ci(x, t\e) = e2(c\\(x, t;e), cn(x, t',e))T, where

c\i,dc\i/dx e C(ClL x [-£0,e0],R) for i = 1,2 with ci(0,?;e) = Ci(re,T;e) = 0 for

0 < t < Z.|e|— 1. Furthermore, it can be shown that cj(jc, t;e) and its derivative with

respect to x are uniformly bounded in t and e. Then it follows from Theorem 3.1

that (jc, t\e) is an order e asymptotic approximation (as e -* 0) of the solution of

the initial-boundary value problem (5.1)—(5.7) forO < x < n andO < t < L|e|_1, that

is, ||u - u^llc^ = 0(e). From this estimate the following estimate can be obtained

with uo(x, t;s) = (vq(x — t,x + t, et),wo(x — t,x + t,et))T:

||u-iio||C2 =||u-u^+u^-u0||C2 < ||u - u^||C2 +||u^-u0||C2 =0(e).
M | M | M | M |

Hence, (v0(x - t, x + t, st),Wo(x - t, x +1, st))T, where v0 and u>0 are given by (5.31)

and (5.30), respectively, is also an order e asymptotic approximation (as e —► 0) of

the solution u(jc, t;e) of problem (5.1)—(5.7) for 0 < x < n and 0 < / < L|e|_1, in

which L is an e-independent, positive constant.

6. Some general remarks. The asymptotic theory presented in Sees. 2 and 3 can

readily be extended to other types of initial-boundary value problems. For instance,

if the initial-boundary value problem (2.1)—(2.4) is considered where the boundary

conditions (2.4) are replaced by u(0, 0 = 0 and ux{n, t) = 0 (a fixed end condition

at ;t = 0 and a free end condition at x = n) then an integral equation equivalent

with this problem is needed to prove the well-posedness of the problem and the

asymptotic validity of a class of formal approximations. To obtain this equivalent

integral equation the initial-boundary value problem should be extended to an initial

value problem. This can be accomplished by extending the dependent variable u,

the nonlinearity and the initial values in x, such that these functions are odd about

x = 0, even about x — n and 4^-periodic with respect to x. In this way the equivalent

integral equation is obtained and the techniques applied in Sees. 2 and 3 can again

be used to prove the well-posedness of the problem and the asymptotic validity of

formal approximations on e-dependent time scales.

In Sec. 4 the assumption is made that the cross section of the circular conductor

with small ice ridge is symmetric. However, this assumption is not necessary. In

fact, for an arbitrary profile, galloping may occur if the lift- and drag-coefficients
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Cl{o) and Co(a) are such that there exists an interval in a with ao < a < c*2 for

which the den Hartog criterion cD(a) + dcL (a)/da < 0 is satisfied. Then, the static

angle of attack as can be chosen such that galloping may set in. It should be noted

that the analysis in Sees. 4 and 5 is correct if there exists an angle a\ with Cl(oli) = 0

and ao < «i < ot2■

In Sec. 5 the model is studied, which has been derived in Sec. 4. It is assumed in

Sec. 5 that u(x, t) is a twice continuously differentiate function. This assumption can

be justified as follows. The velocities v, and wt of the conductor in the horizontal and

in the vertical direction are continuous in x and t, and the aerodynamic coefficients

Co{a) and Ct(a) are continuous in a. Since a = as + (f> = ai + arctan(-?x;((v00-?;,)_l)

with |to, | < Voo and |u,| < Voo it follows that the right-hand sides of Eqs. (4.1) and

(4.2) are continuous in x and t. In the left-hand sides of Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) the

terms

+vl + wl)~xl2} and ^{wx(l + v$ + w$)~l/2}

represent in fact the curvature of the transmission line. Since it is natural to as-

sume that the curvature is continuous in x and t, it follows that v„ and wtt should

be continuous in x and t. So, it is more or less natural to assume that u(x, t) =

(v(x, t),w(x, t))T should be twice continuously differentiate with respect to x and t.

In Sec. 5 monochromatic initial values have been considered, because the gallop-

ing oscillations often affect only a single mode of vibration [14]. To obtain some

information about the oscillation amplitudes the following formulas can be used:

.<*. +£.(?*. ?.)•

W{XJ),Z

where v(x,t), w(x,t), pa, d, v^, c, T, A, I, v, w, aoo, and Z>oo are defined as in

Sec. 4. The first terms in these formulas may be considered as the position of the

conductor in rest, whereas the second terms represent the change of the position of

the conductor due to galloping. For large values of t (that is, et = r —»■ ro) it can be

shown from (5.30) that wq (the first-order approximation of ui) tends to a standing

triangular wave with amplitude (n/(2n))(boi/ -&o2)1/2 and period 2n/n. It should

be noted that for these values of t little can be said about the asymptotic validity

of the results, since only for finite values of et, that is, for 0 < r = et < L < oo,

the asymptotic validity of the results could be established. It is also interesting to

mention that it can be shown from (5.31) that

lim t>0(<7,£, r) = /a03fy)i aoib03\ j_m ^ (g.l)
t—oo y a\oboi J

These results imply that the maximum oscillation amplitudes due to galloping may

be approximated by

/ / \ 1/2
'^oo I Q)0 Cl\ \

2 nc jCdO + \,Cl\ + CD2 + CL3 t
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in the vertical direction, and by

-Cdo-Ch \ (—Cd\ + CD2 + Cli) + (CdI — CL2)(CdO + CL\)^ 'oc (

^nc\jCD0 + lcL\ + Cp2 + CliJ ^ 2CdO {^CD0 + lcLl + CD2 + CL}) J

in the horizontal direction, where Cdo, Cdi > • • • > Q.3 are the aerodynamic coefficients,

which may be obtained from wind-tunnel measurements. In a practical application

the quantity (^03^01 - ^oi^o3)(flio^o3)_l is small compared to one. This implies that

the amplitude of the horizontal oscillation is small compared to the amplitude of

the vertical oscillation. This phenomenon, that galloping is an almost purely vertical

oscillation, has also been noticed in nature [15].

In Sec. 4 it has been assumed that the tension T in the conductor is constant. In

[8] it has been shown for the free vibrations of a suspended cable for which the sag-

to-span ratio is small that the assumption is valid if the cable oscillates in a so-called

antisymmetric in-plane mode. For the monochromatic initial values considered in

Sec. 5 this implies that n should be even. If the cable oscillates in a symmetric

in-plane mode (that is, n is odd) the assumption that T is constant is only valid

for the higher modes of vibration. For the lower modes of vibration with n odd,

the validity of the assumption that T is constant heavily depends on the elastic

properties of the conductor and the sag-span ratios (see [8]). However, in [15] it has

been remarked that the most troublesome galloping mode is the S-shaped vertical

mode of the conductor catenary, that is, n is equal to 2. So, it may be concluded that

for this S-shaped mode the model (describing the galloping oscillations of overhead

transmission lines) can be justified. However, if n = 1 the assumption that T is

constant, is incorrect or at least doubtful.

In Sec. 5 monochromatic initial values have been considered in the vertical and in

the horizontal direction. It can be shown that the analysis given in Sec. 5 also can be

applied if the initial values in the horizontal direction consist of an arbitrary number

of modes, that is, if vq(x\e) = J2kl \ ak(£) s*n(kx) and Fi(x;e) = bk(e) sin(kx),

where ak(e) and bk(e) are such that differentiation and summation, and integration

and summation, may be interchanged as often as is required. It then turns out that

v0(o,C t) is given by

v0((t,Z,t) = i exp (-^t) ^fl/t(0)sin(Aar) + ^y^cos{ka)

+ ak(0) sin(fo^) - ^^cos(^)| + ^ |w0(cr,^,t) - ^exp (^y*)

}
x I W00 sin (no) + cos(no) + W00 sin (n£) - cos («£)

1 n n

+ ^ ( floi - r^oi + f^10) JQ exp ~ T'0 wo(o,t T')dr',
1 / tf03

2 \ 01 b0i'

where w0(o,£, r) is given by (5.30). Since aw < 0 it follows from this formula that

(for t —* oc) the modes initially present in the horizontal direction disappear, and

that Vq tends to a standing triangular wave (see (6.1)), which is in fact determined by
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the vibration mode initially present in the vertical direction. After having obtained

the approximation for the oscillation amplitudes (and the velocities of the conductor)

it should always be checked if the values of a = a\ + arctan(-w^Voo - v,)-1) are

such that the approximations (4.5) and (4.6) for Co(a) and Ci{a) are still valid. It

turns out that for the Co- and Cl-curve given in Fig. 4.2 and for the typical values

of the physical quantities /, d, Voc, c, etc. (given in Sec. 4) the values of a are such

that the approximations (4.5) and (4.6) for cp(a) and Cl(q.) are valid, and so these

approximations are justified.
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